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Abstract-we discuss here a first-order operator splitting method for the solution of the time 
dependent variational inequality modeling the flow of a Bingham visco-plastic medium. At each 
time step, we shall have to solve a nonlinear elliptic problem, then a nondifferentiable minimiaation 
problem, and finally a Stokes type problem. The first problem is solved by a fixed point method; the 
second one happens to be a saddle point problem for a Lagrangian functional, and we shall use an 
Uzawa algorithm to solve it. The lest problem is solved by a conjugate gradient method. We have 
applied thii splitting method to two test problems: the first one has a forcing term with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, while the second one concerns the simulation of the flow of a Bingham 
fluid in a wall driven cavity. Our results compare very well with the ones obtained by solving directly 
the variational inequality mentioned above. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-operator splitting schemes, Lagrangian functionals, Fixed point methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], the flow of a Bingham fluid is simulated by solving directly a variational inequality (see 
equation (3.3) below) but the incompressibility condition (equation (3.2)~) is satisfied only ap 
proximately. 
Begis (cf. [2]), also solves (3.3) by using a stream function to satisfy (3.2)~ but the nonlinear 
term is neglected (see also [3]). 
When we apply the first-order operator splitting scheme discussed in Section 5 (see also [4]), 
the three main difficulties for the simulation of the Bingham fluid flow are decoupled. In the 
first substep the nonlinear term is taken into account. Then, the solution of the intermediate 
substep problem involves the computation of a multiplier function X which determines the rigid 
regions which characterizes Bingham flow. Finally, in the last subproblem, the incompressibility 
condition is satisfied. 
One advantage of this approach is that the three iterative solution methods (fixed point, 
Uzawa’s method, and conjugate gradient) lead to the solution of the same system of linear 
equations whose matrix is symmetric and positive definite. 
All space discretizations are achieved via piece-wise linear finite element methods, the pressure 
mesh being twice coarser that the velocity one. The multiplier function X in the second substeps 
is approximated by piece-wise constant functions on the finer mesh. 
The first test problem that we have solved has homogeneous boundary conditions and a forcing 
term. Our results seem to be more symmetric than the corresponding ones obtained by Fortin [l]. 
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The second problem that we solved is the simulation of the flow of a Bingham fluid in a wall 
driven cavity. 
2. SOME DEFINITIONS 
Let R c R2 be a bounded region with boundary I’. We denote by D the strain tensor 
1/2(V + VT), which has components: 
D&)=;($+z), i,j=1,2, 
where v = v(z~,Q, t) = {v~(zI,z~, t), 212(21,52, t)}, is the velocity field. We now define 
a(v, w) = 2 f: J D~j(v)D~j(w)dz, 
i,j=l s-i 
j(v) = 2 J (D~~(V))‘&&r, R 
b(u,v,w) = 2 J wa21’wiciz. 
i,j=l R 
Cl 3Xj
We also consider the spaces 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
V={vE(H~(R))2~V.v=0}, (2.6) 
H={ v E (L2(R))2 1 v * v=O, v-n=Oonr , 
1 (2.7) 
where 
H’(R)= TJ:~-+R~I, 1 (2.8) 
H,‘(R) = {TJ E H’(R) 1 TJ (2.9) 
v.v++g, (2.10) 
1 2 
and n is the outward unit normal at r. 
The flow of a Bingham fluid [5] is defined by the constitutive law 
a=-pI+g (&y)l,2 + 2vD, (2.11) 
where the positive scalars g and v are, respectively, the yield limit (threshold of plasticity) and 
the viscosity. The tensor u = (Oij) is known as the stress tensor and if g = 0, we recover the 
constitutive law of Newtonian viscous fluids. 
3. THE BINGHAM EQUATIONS FOR AN 
INCOMPRESSIBLE BINGHAM VISCOUS FLOW 
The acceleration 7 = 7(v) associated with the velocity field v is the vector field with compo- 
nents yi = 9 dehned by 
% = $+&~jg, i = 1,2, 
j=l 3 
(3.1) 
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then, the Cauchy equation of motion for an incompressible fluid states that the acceleration of 
the fluid is equal to the divergence of the stress tensor plus the body (external) forces, i.e., 
g+&j$=C 2 dUij - +fi, 
j=l dxj 
in R, i = 1,2, 
j=l 3 
(3.2)1 
v*v=o, in R. (3.2)~ 
Next, the two main results, below, are taken from Duvaut and Lions (51. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that f and u” are given with 
f E L2 (0, T; V’) and u” E H. 
Then there exists a unique function u that satisfies a.e. on (0,T) the following variational in- 
equality 
. 
J h(t) + (v - u(t))dx+ b(u(t),u(t),v - u(t)) + va(u(t),v - u(t)) n (3.3)1 
+ Mv) - j(u(t)) 2 (f(t)7 v - u(t)), VVEV 
and such that 
u E L2(0,T; V), 2 E L2(0,T;V’), and u(O) = u”. (3.3)~ 
THEOREM 3.2. In the context of Theorem 3.1, we denote by u E (Hi(R))2 the solution of 
problem (3.3). Then there exist a tensor-valued function X = X(x1, x2, t) = {Xij(zl,zz, t)}, and 
a scalar field p = p(zl, 22, t) (the pressure) defined on Q = Cl x (0, T) such that 
g-vhu+(u.V)u-figV:X+Vp=f, in Q, (3.4)1 
v*u=o, in Q, (3.4)~ 
X : D(u) = IID(4Ils, in Q, (3.4)3 
x(t) E M, with M = {P E (L”W)” I P = P’, ll~lls I I}, (3.4)4 
where 
(u * V)u = {u * VUl, u * VT.&}, 
AU = {Aul, Au2}, with Aui = V - Vui, 
Also, a : b = al . bl + a2 . b2, where ai is the ith row of the matrix a. Simiharly, V : X = 
{V - X1, V . X2). We are using the Schur (or Frobenius) norm: 
IlXllS = 2 bj bj 
[ 1 112 . i,j=l (3.5) 
REMARK 3.1. Actually, we also have X1 1 + A22 = 0, but we do not use thii condition in our 
computational method, it will be automatically satisfied. 
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4. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF 
We need more definitions. The components of the deviatoric 
defined by 
n 
ui7 = g uij (oII)1/2 + 2vDijf i,j = 1,2, 
PARAMETER g 
part of the stress tensor v are 
and then 
It can be shown [5], that the constitutive laws for the Bingham fluid can be written as follows 
0:;” < g M Dij = 0, (4.3)1 
(4.3)~ 
Also, in [5] it is shown that (4.3)i is equivalent to 
2 
c XijXij < 1. (4.4) 
&j-l 
To summarize, in the regions where (4.3)i or (4.4) hold, the material is in a rigid state; otherwise, 
the medium behaves like an incompressible viscous fluid. 
5. TIME DISCRETIZATION BY 
OPERATOR SPLITTING 
Let us consider the following initial value problem 
ut + A(u) = f, 
0) = ‘110, 
A FIRST-ORDER 
SCHEME 
(5.i)l 
(5.1)~ 
where A is an operator from a real Hilbert space H into itself. If A can be decomposed in terms 
of three simpler operators Al, A2, and A3 in the form 
A=Al+Az+&, (5.2) 
then, a first-order accurate time discretization scheme [4], is given by the following. 
Let u” = us be given; then, for n 1 0, compute Qn+1/3, fin+2/3, and u”+l, (where uk cz 
u(z, kAt), if k is an integer), via 
p+1/3 _ u” 
At 
+ AliP+l/3 = 0 , 
fin+ 213 _ Gn+1/3 
At 
+ A2Qn+2/3 = 0 > 
Un+l _ fin+ 2/3 
At 
+ A3un+l = fn+l. 
(5.3)l 
(5.3)~ 
(5.3)3 
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6. APPLICATION OF THE SPLITTING SCHEME (5.3) 
TO THE SIMULATION OF BINGHAM FLUID FLOW 
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The three main difficulties for the simulation of Bingham fluid flow (nonlinear term, computa- 
tion of the multipliers Xi j, and incompressibility condition) are decoupled if we apply the splitting 
scheme (5.1)-(5.3) to the solution of (3.4), Thus, we obtain the following problems (where we 
have dropped the ^ symbol from the intermediate values of u, and the set M has been defined 
in Section 3). 
Let u” = ug be given; then, for n 2 0, compute {un+li3}, {u~+~/~, Xn+2/3}, and {~~+~,p”+‘} 
via 
un+1/3 - Un 
At 
_ +‘+1/3 + 
( 
,,n+l/3. V) “n+l/3 = 0, 
un+1/3 = gn+1/3 
I 
,,n+2/3 _ &4/3 
At 
_ +p+2/3 _ Jzs v : ~+213 = 0, 
e &y2i3Dij (“e2/j - 
i,j= 1 
) - [i$l Db (un+2’3)] “’ 
,@=2/3 = =n+2/3 
1 
Xn+2’3 E M, 
Un+l _ Un+2/3 
At 
_ ;Aum+’ + VP”+1 = fn+l, in R, 
V . g+l = 0 7 in R, 
U n+l - - gn+l, on l?. 
, in Cl, 
on r, 
7. SOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
in 82, 
on J?, 
in 0, 
(6.1) BY A FIXED POINT METHOD 
Subproblem (6.1) is a nonlinear elliptic problem of the following type: 
au-pAu+(u.V)u=f, in R, (7.1)1 
u = g, on l?, (7.1)~ 
W>1 
(6.1)2 
(6% 
(6.2)2 
(6593 
W)4 
(6.3)1 
(6.3)~ 
@.3)3 
where a = l/At, ~1 = v/3, u = un+li3, f = un/At, and g = gn+li3. Next, we rewrite 
equations (7.1) in the following equivalent way: 
where 
R(u) = 0, in R, (7.2)1 
u = g, on l?, (7.2)2 
R(u) = (a1 - pA)u + (u . V)u - f. 
We solve (7.2) by using the following algorithm [6-81. 
Let ug = un be given; then, for m 2 0 solve until convergence 
(7.3) 
Um+l = Um - p(a1 - pA)-lR(um), in R, (7.4)1 
Um+l- 
- 89 on r, (7.4)2 
and then take un+lj3 = um+l. 
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Considering now a finite element approximation of problem (7.4), a discrete analogue of algo- 
rithm (7.4) is defined as follows. 
Let LIE E Vgh be given then for m 2 0, solve until convergence. 
Find wp E VOh, such that VZh E Veh, 
a I w;ZZ*zhdx+/.i J vW;l" . vzh dx = Rh (UT) (7.5) R R 
uh 
m+l= nm 
h - pw;Ez. ( 7.6) 
where, 
Rh(u;IZ) = a J u;ll*zhdx+/i s Vu;I” . Vzh dx + I (up . V)u;I” . zh dx - J fh * zh dx, 
Vh={Y:,vhtC”(ii) :c’(Ti), 
l-l cl 
VhlT E P, X P,, VT E fh 
> 
, 
and 
Vgh={VhEVhiVh=ghr onr), VOh={vhEVhIVh=0, Onr}, (7.7) 
where, the definition of Fh will be given in Section 9. 
8. ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF THE 
VISCO-PLASTIC PROBLEM (6.2) 
Problem (6.2) has the following form: 
au-PAu-&gV:X=f, in 52, @.l)l 
X : D(u) = IID(u)Ils, in 0, @.I)2 
u = g, on l?, (8.113 
x E M, (8.114 
where a = l/At , p = y/3, u = un+2/3, f = un+‘i3/At, g = gn+2/3,X = (Xl, XS)~, and 
x = ~~213. 
Actually, (8.1) is a saddle point problem for the following Lagrangian functional: 
W7P) = J(v) + Jz 9 (CL, w(Lqn))% (8.2) 
where, (cl, $)(~l(o))r = so ~1 : p’dx (with corresponding norm I/..& = (cl, ~)$~(nII~), 
J(v) = ia(Y,v) - (f,v) and TL(v,v) =a/ v.vdx+p/ Vv : Vvdx. 
n R 
Define V, = {v E (H1(0))2 I v = g on I’ }; with V = V,, and M defined in Section 3, the pair 
{u, X} E V x M is a saddle point of C on V x M if 
qu, cl) 6 qu, A) 5 qv, ~)~, VV,/_LEVXM. 03.3) 
To find that saddle point, we use the following Uzawa algorithm [9]. 
With Xm E M known, we define urn as the element of V which minimizes 
J(v) + Jz 9 Pm7 w(Lyn)p; P-4) 
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next we define 
Xm+’ = PM (Xm + pfi g D (urn,>, (S-5) 
where, PM denotes the projection operator [3] on the space M; that is, PM(~) = ~1, if I]/,& < 1, 
otherwise, PM@) = P/IIPIIs. 
The final version of the Uzawa algorithm is the following [lo]: 
X0 E M, is given; 
then for m 2 0 , we compute {urn, A”+‘} E V, x M by 
find urn E V,, such that, V v E Vc 
a 
J 
um.vdx+p Vum:Vvdx= 
J s 
fvdx-fig 
J 
X” : Vvdx, (fwl 
R R 
Xm+l = PM (xm + ,> 
R 
gD (urn)) . (g-6)2 
The spaces V, and Vc are approximated by Vgh and Vch, respectively; set M is approximated 
kfh = Ah 1 iih = c M-XT, llmlls I L/w E R4, ‘v’T E % , (8.7) 
T&i 
where XT is the characteristic function of T. 
REMARK 8.1. We have used the following identity which is true for any symmetric tensor JL: 
(cl> Vu)(tyq)4 = (IC, D(u))(L~R))~. (8.8) 
REMARK 8.2. It follows from Chapter 2 of [9] that the Uzawa Algorithm (8.6) converges if 
1 
O<p<- 
g2 Cl ’ 
where 
Jn D(v) : D(v) dx 
cl =$g aJov.vdx+~~oVv: Vvdx’ 
9. SOLUTION OF THE STOKES PROBLEMS 
9.1. The Basic Algorithms 
Equations (6.3) define a problem of the Stokes type, namely 
au-pAu+VP=f, in 52, 
v*u=o, in R, 
u = g, on T, 
where, a = l/At, /J = v/3, u = un+l, f = fn+l + un/At, and g = g”+l, 
To solve problem (9.1), we may use the following algorithm: 
P” E L2(D) is given; 
then for m 2 0, compute urn and pm+l, from pm by 
W>l 
W)2 
W)3 
aum --/.LAu~ =f -Vpm, in R, urn = g, on I?, 
P m+l_ m -P -pv*um. 
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This algorithm converges in (H’(R))N x L2(fl) for 0 < p < 2h/N, (cf. [9]). Even though this 
algorithm is slow in practice, it works well at moderated Reynolds numbers. 
The convergence properties of the previous algorithm can be improved by using the following 
conjugate gmdient algorithm [ 111. 
STEP 0: INITIALIZATION. 
p” E Lg (a) is given; (9.2) 
solve then 
au0 - /.JAu’ = f - Vp’, in R, (941 
u” = g, on I, (W2 
and set 
go = v . uo 
7 (94 
w” = go. (9.5) I 
Then, for m 1 0, assuming that {pm, urn, gm, wm} are known, compute {p*+i, u*+i, gm+l, 
uF1} from the following. 
STEP 1: DESCENT. Solve 
aiP -PAZ” = -Vwm, in R, (9.6)i 
p=o 7 on I, (9.6)2 
and set 
compute now 
p=v.fp; (9.7) 
119*+l II&-l) 
pm = Jsl(a IFI2 + p IV~12) dz’ 
*+l P = p” - pm@, 
U*+l = urn - Pm~*, 
9 *+l = g* - p*r; 
if llBm+‘(I~a(n)/llgoll~z(n) I e, take u = u*+l,p = pm+’ and stop. 
STEP 2: CALCULATION OF THE NEW DESCENT DIRECTION. Compute 
Ilgm+l 1121(n) 
-Irn = l19ml12a(n, ’ 
(9.8) 
c=w 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
(9.12) 
and update wm by 
wm+i = gm+l + Tmwm. 
Do m = m + 1 and go to (9.6). Do m = m + 1 and go to (9.6). 
(9.13) I 
9.2. Finite Element Implementation 
Let 7h be a finite element triangulation of Q, where h denotes the largest length of the sides 
of the triangles of 7h, and let Pk be the space of the polynomials of degree < k. Then, we define 
Hi = {tih E Co (a) lh& E 7’1, VT E Z} , (9.14) 
Vh={v,&~Co(~) xc’(n), v+PixPi, VTEG}, (9.15) 
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where ‘& is the triangulation of 52 obtained from lh by joining the midpoints of the edges of each 
T E 7, [ll]. Then, the pressure is approximated on space Hi and the velocity on space Vh. 
Thus, the mesh for the velocity is twice as fine as the corresponding mesh for the pressure. 
Problem (9.1) is well posed if the following inf-sup condition: 
J,vV+$dx 
o_,$pv,, Jn v . v dx + Jo Vv : Vv dx 2 CII d IlL2(R)l V&SH; 
is satisfied. 
10. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
10.1. Bingham Fluid Flow with a Forcing Term 
The first Bingham flow that we consider takes place in a square domain with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. There is an exterior force such that the norm of its curl is equal 
to 600; actually, this force is given by f(x, y, t) = 3OO(y - 0.5, 0.5 - x). The flow has been 
simulated for the Reynolds number Re = 1.0 and for several values of g. 
To compare our results with the ones obtained by Begis [2], we have computed results for 
several values of t. We have taken At = 0.0001 in our experiments, and a 49 x 49 vertices mesh 
for the pressure similar to the one shown below (the pressure mesh actually used is twice as fine 
as the one shown in Figure 1). 
Figure 1. A typical pressure mesh for Bingham flow in a square cavity. 
10.1.1. Numerical 
See the Appendix, 
10.1.2. Numerical 
See the Appendix, 
10.1.3. Numerical 
See the Appendix, 
results for g = 2.5 at t = 0.005 
Figure 2. 
results for g = 2.5 at t = 0.1 
Figure 3. 
results for g = 10.0 at t = 0.005 
Figure 4. 
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10.1.4. Numerical 
See the Appendix, 
F. J. ShCHEZ 
results for g = 10.0 at t = 0.1 
Figure 5. 
10.2. Bingham Fluid Flow in a Wall Driven Cavity 
A second test problem for Bingham fluid flow is the very well-known wall driven cavity flow 
which has been solved here for the Reynolds number Re = 1.0 and for several values of g. The 
program was run until a steady state was reached. The stopping criterion is as follows: the 
program is run until the logarithm of the sup norm of the relative error of velocities is less than 
-7.5 and the logarithm of the &-norm of the discretized derivative of the velocity with respect 
to time is less than -10.0. We have taken At = 0.0001 in our experiments. We used in our 
experiments a mesh of 129 x 129 vertices for the velocity. We have shown on Figures 6 and 7 the 
streamlines and vorticity contours corresponding to g = 1.0 at t = 1.382 (g = 10.0 at t = 0.296) 
which are in good agreement with the results obtained by Begis [2]. 
10.2.1. Numerical results for g = 1.0 for the wall driven cavity flow 
See the Appendix, Figure 6. 
10.2.2. Numerical results for g = 10.0 for the wall driven cavity flow 
See the Appendix, Figure 7. 
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Figure 2. Rigid regions with vorticity and iso-bar contours, respectively (g = 2.5, t = 
0.005). 
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Figure 4. Rigid regions with vorticity and iso-bar contours, respectively (g = 10.0, t 4 
0.005). 
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Figure 6. Rigid regions with streamlines and iso-bar contours, respectively (g = 
1.0, t = 1.382). 
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Figure 7. Rigid regions with streamlines and vorticity contours, respectively (g = 
10.0, t = 0.296). 
